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Hi, I'm Gabriele Basolo, Full Stack Developer and Sysadmin. 

For 20 years I have been designing and developing user interfaces and web 
and mobile applications with particular attention to the stability and security
of the application. 

I have been involved in the development of interfaces since the dawn of 
Web 1.0. I have followed the evolution of this fantastic world. I learned the 
Back end techniques that allowed me to become autonomous in 
development, I use the most popular CMS and Frameworks to help me in 
my work. 

I take care of designing and subsequently developing the best solution for 
the customer in line with what their activity and business needs. 

To offer the best professional solution I take care of coordinating a collective
of professionals in the field called: commonweb

Date of Birth: 1981/02/22 | Nationality: Italian

EMAIL: gbasolo@gmail.com 

Mobile: +393206013806

Website: gabrielebasolo.com 
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Digital Skills:

Here you can find all the Programming Languages, Framework and CMS that i know and use
for my work:

Front End:

Language Note

Html Knowledge of the Markup and DOM 
hieracy

Css Knowledge of css rules and W3C 
standards and best tecniches.

Javascript Javascript Ninja

Bootstrap Knowledge of the framework from 
beginning.

Zurb Knowledge of the framework from 
beginning.

Back End:

Language Note

Php Excellent knowledge of the language 
and OOP MVC design patterns and his
installation and configuration server 
side.

Python I can install and configure Python 
server side.

Node.js I can install and configure NodeJs 
server side.
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Mobile Develop:

Language Note

Phonegap Cordova Excellent knowledge of the language 
and OOP MVC design patterns.

Android Excellent knowledge of the language 
and OOP MVC design patterns.

IOS Excellent knowledge of the language 
and OOP MVC design patterns.

Flutter Excellent knowledge of the language.

Framework && CMS:

Language Note

Wordpress Excellent knowledge of the CMS his 
Theme and Plugin development.

Drupal Excellent knowledge of the CMS and 
development.

Magento Excellent knowledge of the CMS and 
development .

Sinphony Excellent knowledge of the Framework 
and development.

Laravel Excellent knowledge of the Framework 
and development.

React Good knowledge of the Framework.

Angular Excellent knowledge of the Framework.
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Database:

Language Note

Mysql Maria Excellent knowledge of the language and his 
installation and configuration server side,

Postgree Excellent knowledge of the language and his 
installation and configuration server side,

Database Administration Excellent Skills of the Linux Database system 
administratio, i can configure the 
infrastructure you neeed.

System Administration:

Language Note

Bash Excellent knowledge!

Python Good knowledge of the language and his installation and configuration
and optimization server side.

Sysdadmin Excellent Skills of the Linux System Administratio, i can configure the 
infrastructure you neeed.
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Work Experiences:

Here you can find all the experiences that i have:

Full Stack Developer 

My Company

30/04/2001 – Current

Development on various projects

CTO 

Commonweb

22/02/2021 – Current

Team Leading and Team Coordination

CTO 

MyVisto srl 

30/06/2020 – 2022

Development and Team Leading
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Full Stack Engineer 

Hellobarrio 

20/02/2020 – 14/05/2020

Development of WAI corporate welfare portal

CTO 

Donkey Commerce  

18/06/2019 – 08/08/2019

Team Leading

CTO 

Thirdfloor  

01/06/2018 – 01/06/2019

In Thirdfloor I'm was working on managing the IT area configuring 
the AWS cloudinfrastructure, like Ec2 Aurora Elastic Search, 
Lamda and S3.I'm managing the Linux custom infrastructure, 
distro Fedora and Ubuntu, toconfigure and subsequently manage 
custom services such as: Newsletter,Crawler, Cron scripts and 
other Sysadmin services.I'm also working on developing and 
optimizing Wordpress themes installed onthe agency's domains 
like thesocialpost.it.
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Lead Developer 

Sun-TIMES Srl   

2018

During my collaboration as an employee i develop the Wordpress 
site grupposportivotarros.com

Full Stack Web Developer  

ADVICE GROUP   

15/06/2017 - 13/09/2017

Freelancer

Full Stack Web Developer   

EMERALD COMMUNICATION SRL    

01/03/2017 - 02/06/2017

Freelancer Wordpress Developer
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Freelance Full Stack Developer    

Dadostudio    

06/10/2016 - 10/12/2016

Freelancer Wordpress Developer

Lead Developer     

4linee    

30/04/2016 - 30/06/2016

During my experience i develop the website watercube.it, i also 
coordinate the IT team on variuous projects.

Senior Web Developer freelance      

ISMB    

31/08/2015 - 10/11/2015

During my work experience i develop the ibrid Application Limpid

Senior Web Developer freelance      

Politecnico di Torino 

03/04/2015 - 03/07/2015

During my work experience i develop the ibrid Application 
PoliToApp:
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Front End developer freelance       

Arc Worldwide  

31/08/2011 - 30/04/2012

During my work experience in Arc Worldwide as a front end 
developer Iworked (mostly) for the development of the site 
www.leoburnett.it and itsoptimization for mobile devices and 
standard web browsers.I have also developed other web products 
for clients such as: FiatDucato Samsung LanciaAlfa Romeo

Front End developer freelance       

Bitmama 

31/01/2011 - 30/04/2011

During my work experience in Bitmama as a front end developer I 
worked forthe development of the site www.lancianewypsilon.it 
and its optimization formobile devices and standard web 
browsers.

Web Developer        

YOOX 

31/08/2010 - 28/02/2011

During my work experience in Yoox.com as a front end developer I
worked forthe development of: bally.com zegna.com/it/europe
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Front end UI developer         

Egolab 

31/03/2010 - 31/08/2011

During my work experience in Egolab as a front end developer I 
worked(mostly) for the development of the site 
www.lanuovaguida.it and itsoptimization for standard web 
browsers.I have also developed other web products for clients 
such as: Alitalia Algida Corona Nintendo Ferrari

Front end UI developer         

Domino srl 

30/06/2009 - 31/07/2009

During my work experience in Domino as a front end developer I 
worked(mostly) for the development of the www.origin.iveco.com 
and its optimizationfor standard web browsers.I have also 
developed other web products for clients such as:

Fiat Samsung New Holland Juventus Brondi
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Front end UI developer         

Bellissimo 

31/12/2008 - 31/05/2009

My first website, my first Front End job. The adventure begins!
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